
Kent Dome Top  
Bollard 



The Kent Dome Top Bollard is manufactured from Grade 316L Stainless 
Steel, 101mm diameter with a 3mm thick wall. As standard the bollards 
finish is Satin Finish 320 Grit polished.  
 
The standard length is 1200mm, with 300mm being cast below ground, 
giving 900mm above ground. There are three methods of installation for 
these bollards, they can be cast into concrete, they can be removable by 
installing a retention socket or they surface mounted by using a 
baseplate.  

Features: 
• Can be either cast in, removable or 

surface mounted. 

• 1200mm overall height, 900mm 
above ground level 

• Grade 316 stainless steel as stand-
ard 

• Optional reflective strips 
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Product Code Diameter Height 
(Above GL) 

Thickness 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT101-3-CI 101mm 900mm  3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT114-3-CI 114mm 900mm 3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT141-3-CI 141mm 900mm 3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT168-3-CI 168mm 900mm 3mm 

Dome Top Bollard—Cast In 

The Cast in version of these bollards are supplied with sprags for securing the bollards in the concrete 
foundation.  
 
For installation details see page 6 
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Product Code Diameter Height 
(Above GL) 

Thickness 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT101-3-RS 101mm 900mm  3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT114-3-RS 114mm 900mm 3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT141-3-RS 141mm 900mm 3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT168-3-RS 168mm 900mm 3mm 

Dome Top Bollard—Removable 

Removable bollards are supplied with a retention socket. The two most common sockets are our Hidden lock sock-
ets or our Flip lid padlock socket.  
 
Hidden Lock Socket: has a 225mm diameter (or square) x 8mm top plate with a 6mm heelproof slot. When the bol-
lard is dropped into place it can be locked in place with the Pawl Latch which is locked by the user using a triangular 
key. 
 
Flip lid Padlock Socket: The bollard comes with a lug so when the socket lid is up and the bollard is in place the user 
can use a padlock to secure the bollard. 
 
We keep stock of these sockets to allow for the  quick completion of ground works while the bollard is being manu-
factured. 

Flip Lid Padlock Socket 

Hidden Lock Socket 
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Product Code Diameter Height 
(Above GL) 

Thickness 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT101-3-SM 101mm 900mm  3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT114-3-SM 114mm 900mm 3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT141-3-SM 141mm 900mm 3mm 

Kent Dome Top Bollard—KDT168-3-SM 168mm 900mm 3mm 

Dome Top Bollard—Surface Mounted 

The Surface mounted Dome top bollard has an overall height of 900mm and comes with a circular 200mm baseplate that has 
four 15mm diameter holes to allow the bollard to be mechanically fixed by chemical anchors to the pre installed concrete pad.   
 
The length of the bollard can be extended to accommodate below paving fixing.  
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Eye Bolts for chains 
Eye bolts can be installed on bollards on request to 
allow customers to connect bollards using chains—
(We recommend using stainless steel chains as using 
mild steel will lead to bimetallic contamination)  

Recessed Reflective Strips 
Similar to the stick on reflective strips, there is 
a machined 1.5mm deep groove in the bollard 
for the strip to sit flush into. This makes it more 
difficult for the strips to be removed from the 
bollards. 

Stick on Reflective Strips 
Reflective strips provide enhanced visibility in 
poor lighting conditions and assists with the 
detection of the bollards for vehicles. The 
strips are typically supplied as 15mm or 25mm 
wide however variations are also available. 
These can also be supplied in a range of col-
ours.  

Powdercoated 
Bollards can be powdercoated to standard RALs on 
request 

Bollard Add-ons 
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Installation: 
Cast in (CI) 

Removable (RS) 
Surface Mounted (SM) 

Reflective Strip: 
15mm 
25mm 

 
Application: 

Stick on  
Recessed 

Bollard Diameter 
101mm 
114mm 
141mm 
168mm 

Specify: 
 Kent Dome Top Bollard KDT101-3-CI; 1200mm Overall Height (900mm above ground), 101mm Diameter; 3mm 
thick wall; Grade 316L Stainless Steel; Satin finish 320 grit polished; 15mm recessed reflective strip; Cast in w/
Fishtails 

Specification 
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Recommended Installation Methods 

Cast In Bollards: 
 
Cast foundations—always consult with engineers specifications — we recommend a minimum of 2 times the  
buried root length (300mm x 2 = 600mm) and 3 times the bollard diameter (101mm x 3 = 303mm). 
 
Position your bollard in the correct position ensuring correct height and then prop the stand securely. Fill the hole with concrete 
up to the level of the underside of the pavement ensuring a good smooth surface finish.  
 
Remove props, replace the paving slabs and ensure that they are well bedded in.  
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Removable Bollards: 
 
Remove pavement in the location the bollard will be placed. Excavate a hole of minimum 400mm LxWxD, again use consulting 
engineers specification. 
 
Place socket of bollard into the hole ensuring the top surface of the socket meets the top surface of the pavement.  
 
Fill the hole with concrete leaving sufficient space for pavement.  
 
When set finish off pavement around socket and place bollard into the socket  

Surface Mounted Bollards: 
 
Ensure that the surface to which the bollard is mounted is sufficiently strong.   
 
Position the bollard in the correct location. Mark the holes and drill into the surface.   
 
Place the bollard directly over the holes and then fix the bollard to the surface using M12 x 135mm Chemical Anchors with dome 
nuts (We can supply the necessary fixings on request).  
 
Note that fixings need to be fully embedded in concrete not just the paver blocks.   
 
Always consult with the engineers specifications—we recommend a minimum of 2 times the root length.  

Cast In Bollards Removable Bollards 

Surface Mounted 
Bollards 
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Clean the stainless steel components using warm water with a mild detergent with a non-abrasive  
cloth or sponge. Heavier stains may require the use of a nylon-scouring pad or a stainless steel 
cleaner.  
 
To remove paint or graffiti use a cloth and Alkaline or solvent paint strippers according to 
type of paint. In the case of a bead blasted finish, where abrasive cleaning is required, always use 
a random circular rubbing action with a cloth.  
 
In the case of brushed finishes the surface consists of uniform fine ‘scratches’ running in one direction 
so where abrasive cleaning is required always use a straight back and forward rubbing action in the 
direction of the grain using soap and warm water.  
 
Rust spots or ‘tea stains’ can occur on the surface of the material, these are normally caused by con-
tamination from ordinary mild steel, particularly in areas where construction work has been undertak-
en. Such stains can be removed using Rust Remover 410.  
 
In cases where the surface is severely stained because of severe environmental conditions or scratched 
due to misuse, it may still be possible to restore the original finish using chemicals such as Oxalic Acid 
solution. There are many stainless steel polishes available to enhance the surface finish.  
 
We recommend Mister Stainless Ltd. as a provider for stainless steel cleaning products. 
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Maintenance of Stainless Steel 
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Aviva Stadium, Dublin—Ireland 
114mm diameter removable flat top bollards with hidden 
lock sockets. Over one hundred bollards were installed 
around the main stadium for the Irish rugby and soccer 
teams home stadium. 

Leatherhead, Mole Valley District—UK 
114mm diameter bollards with a 25mm yellow re-
cessed reflective strip, a powdercoated  
metallic black body with a polished top. The bollards 
were supplied along with a range of matching litter 
bins, power bollards and notice boards 

GAA Development Centre, Dublin—Ireland  
Dome Top bollards with a 101mm diameter and cast 
into concrete   

Wexford Town, Wexford—Ireland 
101mm diameter removable dome top bollards with a 
25mm recessed reflective strip and flip lid padlock socket. 
The customer in this instance purchased double the 
amount of sockets to have a location to store the bollards 
when removed from primary location.  

Installed Projects 
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“The In-house engineering completed by 
Kent Stainless and the Knowledge and ad-
vice given to finalise the design was out-
standing” 

        - Parsons 

“The client and the main contractor both 
were delighted with the quality of the 
work supplied by Kent Stainless” 

        - Skanska 

“Because of the engineering know-how 
you provided and flexibility in design, we 
will certainly return to Kents for further 
work” 

    - Wexford County Council 

Testimonials 
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Kent Stainless Ltd 
Ardcavan, Wexford, Ireland, Y35 CRW2 
 
TEL NO:  +353 53 9143216 
UK FREEPHONE: 0800 376 8377 
FAX:  +353 53 9141802 
WEB:   www.kentstainless.com 
EMAIL:  info@kentstainless.com 


